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Conclusions
the second edition of the dianet international school was concluded with 
success. it was a big effort to be part of the direction of this school, so differ-
ent in comparison to the educational activities to which we are accustomed. 
luckily, the work of the dianet staff and the track marked by our colleagues 
last year have greatly facilitated our job. it is to them than we would like to ad-
dress our first thanks. it was 10-day intensive activity for everyone: students, 
teachers, technicians and administrators. it can be easily perceived the im-
pressive endeavour needed to conduct interdisciplinary activities from all the 
above participants. We hope that the common work and efforts will have ce-
mented personal relationships, since friendship is always the foundation of a 
fruitful academic collaboration.
as the american philosopher nancy cartwright remarked in 1999 – which 
is still the case today – “we have no articulated methodologies for interdis-
ciplinary work, not even anything so vague and general as the filtered-down 
versions of good scientific method. to me this is the great challenge that now 
faces philosophy of science: to develop methodologies, not only for life in the 
laboratory, but methodologies for life in the messy world that we inevitably 
inhabit.”1. to sum up, there are at least three forms of interdisciplinarity that 
1  cartwright n., the dappled World, cambridge university Press 1999:18.
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we need to know about: (a) multidisciplinary collaboration, where researchers 
from two or more disciplines combine their expertise in a joint scientific col-
laboration: they work towards a common solution, but based on each of their 
specialist perspectives; (b) transdisciplinary collaboration, where research-
ers from one or more disciplines coordinate their expertise with actors outside 
academia: the participants work together on practical, social, political or eco-
nomic issues; (c) interdisciplinary collaboration, which is the most demanding 
form of collaboration: here, researchers from different disciplines integrate 
existing approaches and methods in the creation of new autonomous fields 
of research and explanation strategies, and this is the direction where the 
dianet school is headed. a veritable think-tank of Phd students from different 
disciplines and different countries working together for 10 days. 
MaIn oUTCoMES
this year the dianet international school was devoted to the natural heritage 
and the main issue to be addressed was whether science could become part 
of an interdisciplinary study. as david Budtz Pedersen from aarhus univer-
sity remarked, humanities and social sciences are already interdisciplinary; in 
fact, they have taken on a central role in the interdisciplinary research envi-
ronment. many research areas within the humanities and the social sciences 
are interdisciplinary by nature. they are made up of approaches and methods 
across a variety of existing scientific disciplines. archaeologists are work-
ing closely with researchers in the natural sciences; research in anthropol-
ogy and social psychology has become an integral part of management and 
organisational studies; models of citizen involvement have been integrated 
into engineering and transport research, and a number of new areas such 
as medical humanities, digital humanities and environmental humanities are 
experiencing an international boom. our challenge this year was to integrate 
biologists and naturalists with experts in economics and engineering. at the 
end of the second edition of the dianet school, after talking with students and 
reading their project proposals, we can say that we are fully satisfied with this 
experience and that interdisciplinarity – when understood and elaborated by 
scientists – produces amazing results. We really hope that in the future these 
projects will find room in the ec research funding, and the danube:future pro-
gram will be the perfect house.
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aCknoWlEDGEMEnTS 
many people have helped build up and operate the school. first of all, we wish 
to mention Prof. Verena Winiwarter and dr gertrud haidvogl who have brought 
their expertise in interdisciplinarity and their enthusiasm in coordinating and 
monitoring all activity, and Prof. sergio Paoletti, for his efforts in securing 
the success of the dianet initiative. We would also like to thank in particular 
dr Willi haas for his job as Working groups’ facilitator.
our gratitude goes inevitably to the many teachers and experts who have 
taken part in the school, offering their field-specific expertise and inter-
disciplinary knowledge to the participants and helping them grasp a larger 
picture:
dr silvia Battistella university of trieste
ms Victoria Bertucci university of trieste
Prof. luca Brusati university of udine
dr mattia cesa university of trieste
Prof. marco contin university of udine
ms tatjana dizdarevič idrija mercury mine
Prof. heike egner alpen-adria-universität klagenfurt
Prof. herbert formayer university of natural resources and life sciences 
(Boku), Vienna
dr stefano furlani university of trieste
dr Peter glasnović university of Primorska, koper
Prof. heinrich grausgruber university of natural resources and life sciences 
(Boku), Vienna
Prof. thomas hein university of natural resources and life sciences 
(Boku), Vienna
Prof. severin hohensinner  university of natural resources and life sciences 
(Boku), Vienna
Prof. Pierluigi nimis university of trieste
dr fabio Perco sBic, staranzano
dr elisabetta Pizzul university of trieste
mr lucijan rejec modery hutchery
dr gregor torkar university of nova gorica
dr luca zini university of trieste
dr raffaella zorza arPa friuli Venezia giulia
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thanks to this experience, we hope that the young participants will be able to 
continue in networking development and interdisciplinary research.
finally, we wish Prof. marco dogo (university of trieste) and Prof. Pavle 
sekeruš (university of novi sad) great success with their work as school 
leaders for the upcoming 2015 dianet international school, which will be held 
in gorizia from 14th to 23rd march 2015 and will focus on “the role of cultural 
heritage for the sustainable development of the danube region“. 
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